For the development of new cross-sector partnerships it is required to know what the essence of successful partnership projects is. Which factors influence success or failure of partnerships is highly related to the specific context where partnerships operate. The literature on critical success factors (henceforth CSF) for partnerships is enormous, this is for understandable reasons since scholars see CSFs as a first step towards the development of workable and efficient partnership. Researchers and practitioners aim to understand those elements that are necessary to achieve the joint mission of the partners or in other words: “those few key areas of activity in which favourable results are absolutely necessary to reach goals”\(^2\). CSFs can be defined as: “the limited number of areas, the result of which, if they are satisfactory, will ensure successful performance for the partnerships. They are the few key areas where ‘things must go right’ for the partnership to flourish” (ibid: 3).

Our research highlights several factors that are crucial for successful partnerships\(^3\):

- Beforehand, it is important to recognise that the problem **cannot be solved by only one of the partners.**
- Make sure there is a **shared understanding on the cause** of the societal problem: whose responsibility is it, which stakeholders should be involved, what would be their potential contribution?
- **Be pragmatic:** trust is neither a necessary precondition, nor a sole ingredient for partnership success. Naturally, partners from complementary sectors display only limited trust due to their contrasting interests. Nevertheless, a partnership demonstrates that cooperation between sectors is possible. Therefore it is not: ‘we work together because we trust each other’, but mostly, ‘we trust each other because we work together’.
- **Continues learning:** share expertise and learn from each other.
- **Institutionalise:** ensure that the partnership is embedded in the individual organisations; moreover it should be represented on a strategic level.
- **Take time** to get to know each other, to discover suitable pathways of cooperation, and to develop shared enthusiasm.
- **Manage expectations:** be open about your own interests and curious on the interests of the partner(s).
- **Governance:** properly distribute the power within partnerships.
- **Exit:** not only specify entry but also exit conditions are required. When there are no specified exit conditions from the beginning, it can influence the partnership dynamics.
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Existing research on partnerships for development points out that there is no simple checklist or blueprint for successful partnership building. The WBSCD notes “It is often an intuitive and constantly evolving “voyage of discovery” based on organizational and individual learning, trust and experimentation”. However, a compilation of existing research on CSFs for PPPs provides with a list of key-critical success factors highlighted in the literature. These success factors can be classified in the following categories:

- Partnership building and design
- Partnership commitments and relations
- Partnership governance and management
- Measurement
- External factors.

The Partnerships Resource Centre uses this list for developing a benchmark of critical success factors for partnerships. So far, 294 respondents involved in different PPP projects from many different countries and sectors filled out the questionnaire and ranked the critical success factors on a scale from 1 (unimportant) to 5 (very important). According to these practitioners, the top five critical success factors for effective partnerships are (see Figure 1):

![Figure 1: Benchmark top 5 results of PPP Critical Success Factors](image)

*Total sample of 294 respondents
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